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Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
Seattle University is in thehome
stretch for Division One certifica-
tion and reclassification. Last week,
an NGAA peer review team came
to conduct an on-site certification
visit. The results of this report are
the last hurdle for Seattle U in
October 12,2011
OIT ‘remoted,’ causing service delays for faculty
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
The Office ofInformation Technology, out-
sourced since 2003, “remoted” its Help Desk
on July 1. Put simply, this means that faculty
and staff are routed through an agent housed
in Rochester, N.Y. or Orlando, Fla. before
Occupy Wall Street arrives on Pine
Sofia Jaramillo The Spectator
Hundreds of Occupy Seattle protesters sit in the middle of the Fourth Ave. and Pine St. intersection in downtown Seattle on Sunday, Oct. 9.
Half an.hour passed before the group decided to move to Westlake Square in order to avoid arrest.
University nears end of long
reclassification process
Peer review committee tours and evaluates
Seattle U programs
determining whether or not the
school’s athletics will be eligible to
compete at the D-1 level.
The team arrived last Sunday
and was comprised of individuals
representing D-l classified peer
institutions. They toured Seattle
Us campus, looked at the athletic
facilities and met with committees
and individuals that were involved
receiving technological support.
Ifthis agent is unable to find a solution, the
requesters information is captured in a request
ticket and forwarded to on-site OIT employ-
ees. Prior to July, the on-site Help
Desk was available for walk-ins and
directphone calls.
“What were doing is trying to
Inside Students respond to economic unrest
the SPECTATOR
™ since 1933
in the move from D-II to D-l.
The team left on Monday evening,
which was a sign that Director of
Athletics Bill Hogan deemed as
positive.
“Usually it’s a two- or three-day
process but they’re pleased with the
feedback they’ve received so far so
they cut back someofthe time they
needed to be here,” said
Hogan.
The visit from a peer
review team is step seven HHUH
Some people have experienced slower
responses and we’re looking into that.
Blue Man Group









The proposed Yesler Terrace
Redevelopment project is one
step closer to reality after the
Seattle Housing Authority
(SHA) received $10.27 mil-
lion from the United States
Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
Although less than half of
the original $27 million the
SHA requested, it will help
start the redevelopment project
in the Yesler Terrace area east
of Boren Avenue. The Yesler
Terrace neighborhood is now
nearly 70 years old, and many
of the 561 housing units, as well
as key infrastructure systems, are
outdated and in need ofmainte-




aims to add 1,240 HBmI
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OIT moved to Orlando, Admin, defends relocation
move to a model that
SbHBI does two things: makes
serviceavailable to faculty
and staff24 hours a day,
seven days a week, 365 days ayearand
that makessupport for Seatde U tech-
nology services available for the first
time to students,” said Robert Dullea,
viceprovost and vicepresident ofuni-
versity planning.
Outsourced to SunGard Higher
Education in 2003, these more re-
cent changes include extended Help
Desk support hours and support for
students. Additionally, the most recent
SunGardcontract includes expanded
support for systems launched in
October and more on-campus em-
ployees. SunGard is also working to
improve Seatde Us Wi-Fi network.
“We needed to find ways to keep
up with the fact that there’s more
events, more classes, a litde more re-
search activity, conferences. There’s a
lot going on all week long ... and we
needed to find a way to have tech-
nology support keep up with that,”
Dullea said.
Despite the benefits of the new
model, there seem to be drawbacks
as well.
Yesler Terrace given $10.27 million for major facelift
additional units, all built to be
■B9H| more environmentally friendly.
“We think ofthis as the cata-
lyst for the redevelopment and
will certainly be applying for other redevel-
opment grants in the future that will help
us achieve what we hope to achieve,” said
Laura Gentry, the technical communications
specialist for the Seattle Housing Authority.
“We will be leveraging several community
partnerships to help our existing resources
go further.”
The Choice Neighborhoods implemen-
tation grant was awarded on August 31.
Work with City Council
will begin in 2012. The
revitalization is expected
to take 10 to 20 years
According to the press release, “The Choice
Neighborhoods Initiative looks to transform
distressed neighborhoods into sustainable,
mixed-income communities by linking af-
fordablehousing with quality schools, public
transportation, good jobs and safe streets.”
Although the grant represents a major step
in the revitalization process, a plan still has
to be submitted to the Seattle City Council
in November, and work with the council will
begin in 2012. The revitalization process is ex-
pected to take 10 to 20 years.
Discussion of redeveloping the area began
in 2006 with the Yesler Terrace Citizens Review
Committee,comprised ofcitizens and stake-
holders in the community, which developed
a set of guiding principles that have shaped
the rest of the revitalization process, including
social equity, economic opportunity, environ-
mental stewardship and sustainability, and one-
for-one Replacement Housing.
“The new Yesler Terrace is envisioned as
a dynamic and welcoming urban, mixed-use
community with convenient connections
to nearby neighborhoods,” according to the
Seattle Housing Authority website. “A model
community-safe, healthy and sustainable
While two out of three employees
of the former Help Desk accepted
new positions at OIT, student em-
ployees were not offered alternative
employment.
“One of the reasons that was not
as troubling as it would have been a
couple of years ago is because [the li-
brary] created an enormous number
ofstudent positions that hadn’t existed
before,”said Heather Geiger, manager
ofuniversity planning.
Although the student discharges
are a drawback, some faculty mem-
bers are concerned that cost may be
the program’s greatest downside.
Dullea said that rumors that the
changes cost the university $5 mil-
lion were “off the mark,” but de-
clined to disclose whether the actual
sum is more or less than the rumored
amount.
At last week’s meeting of the
Academic Assembly, professors dis-
cussed wariness ofthe change regard-
less of cost.
When English professor Sean
McDowell sought support in
September, he was provided a case
studynumber immediately, but OIT
did not follow up for another 48
hours. When he brought his laptop
to the Help Desk roughly one year
Courtesy ofSeattle Housing Authority
Seattle Housing Authority’s design concept, released in May, strives to make Yesler safe and sustainable while keeping it affordable.
-incorporating green design practices and eco-
nomic opportunity for its residents.”
For residents and community members, the
decades long revitalization process will impact
many aspects of daily life, and the reasons why
they live in the neighborhood in the firstplace.
“I like living in Yesler Terrace because it is
near my job atHarborview and the community
I have access to,” said Alem Kassa, a resident
ofYesler Terrace for one year. “It is close to ev-
erything that I need.” All current residents are
guaranteed a place to live while the revitaliza-
tion process takes place, and a new unit once
the renovations are completed.
As the Associate Director for the Center for
Service, Rachael Steward serves in aunique role,
actingas acommunitypartner to YeslerTerrace,
Bailey Gatzert and Seatde University. Because
ago, the machine was up and run-
ning within the 48 hours it took the
“remoted”Help Desk to respond.
Administration is disheartened and
surprised bystories like McDowell’s.
“Some people have experienced
slower responses and we’re looking
into that and trying to understand
why,” Dullea said.
“[Administration] is actively seek-
ing feedback and they’re trying to ad-
it doesn’t matter
where your support
is, whether it’s a
building away or
7,000 miles away.
dress this as fast as they possibly can.
So it’s not as though somebody is just




of the anticipated length of the construction
project, Steward does not anticipate that the
first stages of development will affect students
too much because it will not involve the direct
destruction of any housing units.
Though she is concerned about the loss of
green space that each individual unit currendy
has and the recreational andeconomic ramifica-
tionsof that loss, she is hopeful that redevelop-
ment will help create a healthy environment
and improved overall conditions.
“Mygreatest hope for Yesler in the redevel-
opment process is that the sense ofcommunity
enjoyed by parents, children and residents at-
large isnot lostbut increased and that the own-
ershipresidents feel forYesler is not diminished
because of the changes,” said Steward.
Yesler Terrace’s low-rate housing units were
it is,’” said McDowell. “They’re actu-
ally trying to get to the bottom ofthis
and figure out how to get better and
more immediate support.”
OIT’s ChiefTechnological Officer
Daniel Duffy explainedthat SunGard
is still working out the kinks in the
system.
“There are transition issues that
we’re working through. We’ve seen
improvements since we launched the
service in July. ... All of the metrics
are improving as we move forward,”
said Duffy.
Outsourcing expert Madhu Rao,
associate professor of management,
conducted a studyon outsourcing in
2004 in which he interviewed senior
IT executives from 10 Washington
companies about their decision to
outsource. He believes the “remoted”
Help Desk is a viable support model.
“I think that’s the wave of the fu-
ture is this idea of location indepen-
dence. It doesn’t matter where your
support is, whether it’sa buildingaway
or 7,000 miles away. Ultimately, you
can provide real time support either
way,” said Rao.
Across the country, SunGard
Higher Education serves more than
1,800organizations and more than 14
the first in the United States to be racially inte-
grated. After years ofsmaller-scale renovations,
this is to be the largest project in the area to
date.
“The redevelopment plan looks at improv-
ing street connections with surroundingneigh-
borhoods. One ofthe concepts we’re lookingat
is an internal green street loop that links the en-
tire neighborhood. Well also widen sidewalks
and make the neighborhood more inviting for
pedestrians,” Gentry said. “The grant we just
received stresses the importance of linking af-
fordable housingwith qualityeducation, trans-
portation, jobsand safe neighborhoods because
all of those factors affect your quality oflife.”
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
the spectator
million students.According to CNN,
more than 750 major U.S. compa-
nies, including Apple and Boeing,
utilize overseas work. At universities,
outsourcing allows administrators to
focus on providing quality education.
“The advantage ofoutsourcing is
it’s not [Seatde Us] core competence.
It’s not their primary responsibility.
Where they want their expertise is
in education, student development.
Managing an IT system is not that
easy... SunGard [has] expertise across
multiple universities and they can
bring some of that into what we do
here,” Rao said.
Should the “remoting” improve,
SunGard’s full oversight probably
will take a load offofadministrators.
Meanwhile, Dullea trusts that the de-
cision was a crucial step in the right
direction despite the cumbersome
transition.
“We need to make this model
serve faculty, staffand students better
than the old model did. It will never
be exacdy what it was, but we need
to get to a point where the strengths
outweigh the weaknesses.”




Socialists, Occupy Wall Street agree large-scale reform needed
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Occupy Seattle, a protest movement
inspired by similar movements across the
nation, took up residence in Westlake Park
on Oct. 1. Two rain-soaked weeks later,
dozens of protesters remain, with some
planning to camp there indefinitely.
“By joining the nationwide Occupy
movement, we want to focus elected of-
ficials and the voting public on the ma-
jority’s desire to take our government and
country back from the big money interests
that currently hold undue sway over deci-
sions affecting us all,” reads a statement on
Occupy Seattle’s website. According to its
website, the organization wants to abol-
ish the Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA), compel the government to provide
affordable healthcare access to everyone,
enact corporate accountability and create
a “sustainable economy democratically run
by society.” Originally, Occupy Seattle’s
participants erected tents in Westlake
Park, but on Oct. 5, Seattle police officers
arrested 25 protesters after issuing them
an unheeded warning to pack up their
belongings and leave.
The next day, Mayor Mike McGinn an-
nounced that the city would grant Occupy
Seattle a permit which would allow them
to erect an overnight organizational tent.
“We are making City Hall Plaza avail-
able for those that wish to stay overnight,
with reasonable restrictions on the tents
so as to allow free use of the plaza dur-
We are the 99 percent
The top 1 percent runs
society while the 99
percent have no voice,
ing the day,” said the mayor in an Oct. 6
statement. “Both the permit and the abil-
ity to set up tents...would last two weeks,
at which point we can assess whether the
arrangement is meeting everyone’s needs
and should be extended.”
Seattle U alumni disseminate Jesuit values across the globe
CameronDrews
StaffWriter
This fall, 20 Seattle University
College of Education alumni as-
sumed leadership positions in
schools in neighborhoods as
close by as Beacon Hill and as
distant as Moscow, Russia.
Many of these educational
leaders implement the Jesuit val-
ues learned at Seattle U within
the institutions they now run.
Each year, 25 to 30 students
graduate from the College of
Education with superintendent
and principal certificates. Due to
the strength of the program and
its incorporation of communi-
ty-conscious Jesuit values, these
licenses are held in particularly
high regard. As a result, many
alumni find work right away.
Amber Fields, who graduat-
ed last year, was recently named




School in Seattle. Even though
the school has no religious affili-
ation, Fields makes good use of
the Jesuit tradition.
“The information and guid-
ance is veryrelevant,” said Fields.
“When you’re of any faith, you
have community service in mind.
It’s a huge priority in the univer-
sity, and you can really feel it.”
Monica Wingard, the newly
appointed principal ofSt. George
Parish School in Seattle, hasn’t
completed her program yet but
is already reaping the benefits
of being a College of Education
alumnus.
“I got the job because they
knew I was in such a reputa-
ble program at Seattle U,” said
Wingard.
Once an alumnus accepts an
administrative position, the col-
lege assigns him or her a personal
coach to whom they can turn
for advice in tough situations.
news
City Hall Plaza also offers the protest-
ers access to restroom facilities, always an
issue in long-term encampments.
On the same night as the arrests,
Seattle University hosted German social-
ist activist Linda Fischer, who voiced her
support of Occupy Seattle and its goals.
Fischer supports the
creation of a society where
the workers...dictate
government policy.
Socialist Alternative, an organization
with a chapter on campus, sponsored
the event and Fischer’s speaking tour in
Washington
Although Occupy Seattle is not a so-
cialist movement, members of Socialist
Alternative, as well as Fischer, share many
of its hopes for the future of American
government. Fischer supports the cre-
ation of a society where the workers,
and not politicians or wealthy business
owners, dictate government policy.
“We are the 99 percent,” said Fischer.
“The top 1 percent runs societywhile the
99 percent have no voice.”
Fischer expressed her desire for ev-
eryday citizens throughout the world to
embrace such these sorts ofmovements.
She hopes the movement will come to
encompass millions ofpeople. Attendees
ofher lecture agreed.
“In order to make the economy work for
the vast majority of people, it needs to be
run by the majority ofpeople,” said Calvin
Priest, a member of Socialist Alternative.
Fischer said one of the greatest chal-
lenges ofgathering millions ofpeople into
one partyand abolishing a hierarchical sys-
tem ofgovernance, as a socialist movement
would, is coming up with clearly defined
goals.
“The majority don’t have a clear idea of
what [the movement] could be,” Fischer
said.
For now, the socialist movement she
supports would makethe working class the
foundation of a new governmental order.
“People who get elected should only get
the income of the average worker. Anyone
Though she has not yet gradu-
ated, Wingard has already been
assigned a mentor.
“Sometimes you have a ques-
tion,” Wingard said, “but you
don’t know exactly who to turn
to.”
In an elementary school,
middle school or high school, the
principal is the leader. However,
new leaders often need guidance.
The mentor program made it
simpler for new school admin-
istrators to ask for help.
Michael Silver, the director
of and associate professor within
the educational administration
department, explained that the
College of Education isn’t just
interested in teaching educators
how to raise standardized test
scores. Modern education often
suggests that these test scores
are the only things that matter,
but Seattle U alumni and profes-
sors aim to continue producing
Sy Bean The Spectator
Linda Fischer, socialism activist, speaks to Seattle U students about the Occupy Seattle
movement on Oct. 5. Socialism and the nationwide protest movement, she says, share
several goals. Among them, bringing the working class into a position of power.
can be recalled at any time,” she said,
In order for the movement to succeed,
Fischer emphasized the importance of
workers taking part in protests in the form
ofwidespread strikes. She also spoke about
the importance ofyoung people involving
themselves in the movement.
Anh Tran, a junior general sciences
major at Seattle U, serves as Socialist
Alternative’s student contact on campus.
Tran participated in Occupy Seattle on
Oct. 5 and agrees with Fischer that the
participation of young people is essential
to the success of any movement.
“
[Socialist Alternative] would like to see
more youth get involved, because we really
educators who are well-rounded.
“We want educators that are
interested in more than just
test scores,” said Silver. “Test
I got the job because
they knew I was in
such a reputable
program
scores are good, but educating
the whole person is what’s really
important.”
Silver noted several reasons
why the COE generates such suc-
cessful alumni. Among them, the
Monica Wingard
Principal, St. George School
feel youth are the driving force behind so-
cial change because of what we bring to
the table: our energy, our radicalism, our
hope, our passion,” Tran said.
Tran encourages students with a passion
for righting social inequalities to come to
a Socialist Alternative meeting.
“Socialism is not what we saw in the
Soviet Union under Stalin,” she said.
“What we mean by democratic Socialism
is [that] workers and young people and the
poor and community members are the ones
who run society.”
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
fostering of a spirit of commu-
nity involvement and an empha-
sis on ensuring young students
receive a complete education in
a positive environment.
“Our students write reflection
papers weekly about the work in
their schools,” Silver said. “They
describe a problem at their
school, their reaction and then
they analyze their own thinking.”
And Jesuit values are kept in
mind all the while.
Over at St. George Parish
School, Principal Wingard pro-
motes and utilizes the Jesuit mis-
sion on a dailybasis.
“I love the idea that we’re edu-
cating people to make moral de-
cisions in society,” Wingard said.
“These values are important to
the school and important to me
personally.”




Nobel winning peace activist urges students to stand up
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
During her lecture at Town Hall on
Oct. 4, Liberian peace activist Leymah
Gbowee took a moment to speak directly
to a class of Seattle University students
in attendance.
“The tendency now of our world is
to socialize the young men to be preda-
tors and the young women to be prey,”
said Gbowee. “I never heard any young
woman win a Nobel Prize for sexy. I never
heard any young man win a Nobel Prize
for macho.”
The next morning, the Nobel Foundation
awarded Gbowee and two other women
the 2011 Nobel Peace Prize-for leading
widespread peace movements that ended
civil wars.
Almost a decade ago, in 2002, Gbowee
helped form the Women of Liberia Mass
Action for Peace (WLMAP). She worked
with other activists to bring an end to
the Second Liberian Civil War, which be-
gan in 1999. Through peaceful protests
and unrelenting pressure placed on the
Liberian government, Gbowee and the
women of the WLMAP brought about






In his new book “Islam
Without Extremes,” Turkish
journalist Mustafa Akyol ex-
presses his belief that the path
to a democratic Middle East lies
not in anti-clerical secularism
but in the essentially moderate
According to Akyol,
coercive measures do
not create a genuinely
pious society.
nature of Islam.
Speaking before the Discovery
Institute, a public policy think
tank, on Friday, Akyol said
that the “noble message” of the
Quran is one that supports reli-
gious freedom.
“[There are] sources of lib-
eralism, in a classical sense, in
classical Islam,” said Akyol.
Akyol, who writes in English
and Turkish, is a columnist for
two different Turkish newspa-
pers who draws a sharp distinc-
tion between “pious Muslims”
and “crazy radicals,” comparing
ultra-conservative Muslims to
biblical Pharisees.
“[They have] more passion to
impose who they are rather than
a genuine religious connection...
[They are] losing the meaning of
religion to appear pious. The ma-
jority of Muslims in the world
are just concerned with putting
bread on the table,” Akyol said.
According to Akyol, coercive
measures do not create a genu-
inely pious society.
The extreme aspects of Islam,
like the apostasy laws in Iran,
Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia
that make renouncing Islam
punishable by death, are not
endemic to Islam or Muslim
theology, but are the result of
political manipulation. He gave
the example of an early debate
in Islam over free will, in which
predestination was made a pol-
icy of the state to solidify state
power. Much ofwhat has become
Islamic law is holdover from me-
dieval scholars attributing words
to Muhammad, often to serve
contemporary ends.
“One reason why most
Muslims respect Islamic law is
that it has protected the rights of
the individual from the tyranny
of despots,” said Mark Sheel,
reporting for the Common
Ground News Service in his ar-
ticle “New Book Breaks Down
Muslim ‘Monolith.’”
“Throughout the 20th cen-
tury, Turkey and other Middle
Eastern countries were offered a
choice between secular and re-
ligious authoritarianism,” said
Mathew Kaminski, reporter for
the Wall Street Journal in his ar-
ticle “Piety and Pluralism.”
Akyol equates the repression
of“Islamic autocrats” with “secu-
lar autocrats.” The forceful im-
position of secular changes, like
those imposed in Iran under the
notoriously violent Shah, “has
made Muslims more reaction-
ary,” Akyol said.
So when faced between the
After the end of the first civil war,
which began in 1989 and ended in 1996,
the WLMAP also helped elect Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf as the first female presi-
dent in Liberia’s history, Sirleaf is current-
ly the sole female head of State in Africa.
Both she and Tawakkul Karman, another
peace activist, are to share the Nobel Peace
Prize with Gbowee.
“I grew up in a community where I ate
at the tables of Muslim families and took
my baths in the homes of other families,”
Gbowee said ofher life before the start of
the civil wars.
Her community was so closely knit that
when fighting firstbroke out in 1989 and
news of the atrocities being committed
reached her village, no one believed them.
The disruptive effects of the civil war
wound its way through Liberia, sweeping
down upon villages and communities with
overwhelming speed.
“In less than a week, a whole commu-
nity in northern Liberia was displaced,”
Gbowee said. “Thenyou wake one morn-
ing and you are internally displaced.”
In the years that followed, Gbowee
said Liberia lost its sense of oneness and
civility. A cycle ofsocial brokenness arose,
distancing neighbors and friends from
two forms of authoritarianism
mentioned by Kaminski, it is not
so hard to see why Muslimsmight
prefer religious authoritarianism.
“We have apostasy laws in
Turkey, too. Not against renun-
ciation of Islam, but against
slander of the secularist first
President of the Republic
Atatiirk. Atatiirk merely brought
new sacred objects,” Akyol said.
For Akyol, a secular state, in
one another. By 2003, death had be-
come almost mundanely entwined with
everyday life.
“I could walk over a dead body and not
blink,” Gbowee said.
Her work with the WLMAP was born
of her desire to change Liberia. Along
with hundreds of other Liberian women,
Christians and Muslims both, she gath-
ered to dance, pray and protest the civil
wars.
“We picketed. We fasted. We took jour-
neys to places that no one would dare go.
The beauty of it all [is that] even in our
brokenness, we never gave up,” Gbowee
said.
Gbowee, who came to Seattle to pro-
mote her newly released memoir “Mighty
Be Our Powers: How Sisterhood, Prayer,
and Sex Changed a Nation at War,” also
emphasized the importance of youth in-
volvement. She encouraged young people
not just to travel to other countries to do
volunteer work but to take part in social
betterment within their own communi-
ties. On Seattle U’s campus, Teach Peace,
the university’s chapter of a nationwide
organization aimed at providing educa-
tion on economic injustices, strives to do
just that.
the sense of one that tolerates all
religions, is good, while secular-
Despite the complexities of
the issue, the young journalist is
optimistic.
“The Arab Spring is taking
us to a new phase where the
democratically-minded can en-
ter government...The trend [in
the Muslim world] is not toward
radicalism. Iran will be left as the
news
“Last year our main goal was to edu-
cate people about peace issues around
the word, mainly in Liberia,” said junior
Carmen Cueto, a general sciences major.
Cueto traveled to Liberia after her
freshman year with Teach Peace before
bringing the club to Seattle U for the
2010-2011 school year. Last summer,
Cueto, along with nine other Seattle U
students, returned to Liberia for 15 days.
“We worked with disabled [people],
and it was one of the most wonderful,
enriching experiences,” Cueto said.
Seattle U adjunct professor Tara Roth,
who teaches a freshmen seminar called
Sustaining Communities Through Civic
Inquiry and Activism, took the class of
Seattle students to the lecture as part of
the course’s co-curricular component.
Gbowee’s message to the youth present
resonated with her.
“We talk about all of these problems
we’re currently facing, but we always
get to that point where we say, ‘But I’m
just one person,’” Roth said. “But she’s
just one person, and look at what she
accomplished.”
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com.
—
only crazy country in the Middle
East,” Akyol said.
Akyol’s vision for the Middle
East is a blend of two forces he
sees as naturally encouraging in-
dividual freedom, though they
are often called antagonistic:
liberal democracy and Islam.
Daniel may be reached at
bentsond@seattleu.edu
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INFORMATION
SESSION 201 I
Wednesday • October 19 • 2011
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Renaissance Seattle Hotel
515 Madison Street
Seattle • Washington 98104
chools
HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
U OF MICHIGAN GRAD. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
U OF PENNSYLVANIA GRAD. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY'S PEABODY COLLEGE
PLEASE RSVPAT: http://bit.ly/ngpofe
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Nursing expert to guide college from new endowed chair
Jordan Meyers
Volunteer Writer
Students and faculty gathered in Casey
Commons this week to hear Katherine
Camacho Carr speak as she accepted
the College of Nursing’s Jean Bushman
Endowed Chair.
An award-winning expert in nurse-
midwifery, Carr is also a mentor to faculty
in the College of Nursing. The endowed
chair will support Carr as she works to
foster the education and practice of nurs-
ing at Seattle University.
“She dedicated her life and care to the
most vulnerable of vulnerable, whom she
saw as child-bearing women, pregnant
women and newborns,” said Terri Clark,
associate professor of nursing.
According to Carr, vulnerable popu-
lations are of central importance to the
College of Nursing. Students not only
work with vulnerable populations through
local organizations, such as the Seattle








Shandra Benito won a $5,000
grant for her non-profit orga-
nization Reach Out this week
after participating in the Social
Innovation Fast Pitch 2011. The
competition took place during
the grand finale in which she,
along with 13 other contestants,
gave five minute presentations on
their non-profit proposals. The
competition was sponsored by
The Social Venture Partners and
Ashoka, both organizations that
support social entrepreneurs.
Benito started Reach Out
in 2009 and the organization
is dedicated to providing sum-
mer camps
for children in need.
Run like typical summer camps,
Reach Out pairs up with local
non-profit organizations that
-* cater to children in need.
The first summer camp Benito
put on in 2009 was in partner-
ship with ADWAS (Abused Deaf
Women AdvocacyServices). The
children of these services get




daily lives and spend time with
other children, counselors and
mentors. The camps all have a
one-to-one camper counselor
ratio, making the attention each
child receives special.
The counselors at Reach Out
are all volunteers. Some are stu-
dents from Seattle U, but oth-
ers are from local Seattle High
Schools.
“It was such a great experience
working with the children and I
will definitely continue to be a
counselor,” said Rachael Douin, a
Reach Out counselor and Seattle
U student.
Buoyed by this latest success,
Reach Out is expanding rapidly.
“Although Reach Out is rela-
tively new and still on the ground
level, it’s been really great to see
it grow and now expand,” Benito
said.
This coming summer Reach
Out will work with four lo-
cal non-profits to four separate
camps, nearly doubling the ca-
pacity of these non-profits to
serve the children.
“Shandra’s passion is evident
to anyone who works with her
or is just simply around her,”
said Lindsay Leeder, advisor to
the Sullivan Leadership program.
Benito, however, attributes
much of her success to the sup-
port of her community and her
education at Seattle U.
“The education I receive at
SU directly impacts what I do...
It makes me think bigger,” said
Benito.
An informational meeting
about becoming a counselor for
Reach Out will be held on Oct.
25 in Lemieux 366 at 7:30 p.m.
Chloe may be reached at
dewolfdo@seattleu.edu
have the option to engage in coursework
in Belize and Nicaragua.
“Over 65 percent of our advanced
practice nursing graduates are serving in
medically underserved areas. As the Jean
Bushman Chair, I can continue to focus
on the education of nurses and midwives
and support the faculty in their efforts to
address health disparities through service,”
said Carr.
In addition to strengthening local pro-
grams, Carr is also concerned with global
changes that stretch outside the walls
of the university. She chiefly noted the
sweeping impact a well-educated nursing
and midwifery workforce can have on lo-
cal, regional and global health.
“[A nursing staff] should be a priority
and should have the urgent attention of
every country because these professions
have a profound impact,” she said.
Carr noted that more than 80 percent
of worldwide health workers are nurses
and midwives, and that these professionals
not only supply health benefits, but they
also serve as role models for their patients
who are new mothers.
Karly Colburn, a senior at the College
ofNursing, is familiar with the global call-
ing Carr referred to.
“Reaching out to vulnerable popu-
She dedicated her life
and care to the most
vulnerable of vulnerable.
lations is what the nursing school is all
about. We’ll all end up deciding on differ-
ent ways to reach out. This is something
we hear about all the time,” said Colburn.
In addition to her new responsibilities
as Jean Bushman Chair, which includes
working with faculty on grant applications
Terri Clark
Associate Professor of Nursing
and bringing in staff consultants, she is
also teaching. Despite her commitment to
her students and the nursing department,
Carr hopes to return to Vietnam, where
she previously worked with Home Base
Life Saving Skills, a community program
that works to minimize maternal and neo-
natal mortality.
“IfI can get the time away from teach-
ing and other responsibilities here, I would
go back,” she said.
Though it is unlikely that Carr will find
herself with much free time on her hands
in the near future, her colleagues and stu-
dents were certain she would continue to
make herself available, in whatever way
possible, to all those who needed her.
“I tell you all now,” said Clark at the
end ofher recognition ofCarr. “Members
of the community, students, fellow col-
leagues and mothers and babies—the door
is open and Dr. Camacho Carr is in.”





Volunteers are needed to test a comprehensive
symptoms management program
Requirements:
• 18 to 70 years old
• Have medical diagnosis ofIBS
Up to $500for completing 8 month study




University of Washington, School of Nursing■
Wmwm
FREE EXHIBIT! OPEN NOW.
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
Find out for yourself what the psychiatric
industry does not want you to know!
127 Broadway E
(Next door to Dicks Drive-In)
Exhibit Schedule
Sept 23 to Oct 16
MON-FRI: 11-8 pm
SAT-SUN: 11-6 pm
Sponsored by the Citizens Commission on Human Rights
For more information email: cchrseattle@aol.com
© 2011 CCHR Seattle. All Rights Reserved. Citizens Commission an Human and CCHR




to educate students on
food growing practices
Kateri Town The Spectator
Fred Fleming, right, co-founder of Shepherd’s Grain, speaks with
students about the food provided to Seattle University eateries during
the Meet Your Farmer event at C-Street Friday Oct. 7.
Eric Kennedy
Volunteer Writer
Last Thursday at noon, a wheat
farmer briefly relocated to C-Street
as part of Bon Appetits “Meet Your
Farmer” event.
The meet-and-greet with the
farmers who grow Seattle University’s
food was held as part ofBon Appetits
“Farm to Fork” initiative, which aims
to better educate students and faculty
about where their food comes from.
Programs like this, as well as “Low-
Carbon Diet,” helpedBon Appetit re-
ceive the number two score out of 118
schools in the food category of arecent
ranking of “green” schools published
by the Sierra Club.
On Thursday, the farmer in at-
tendance was Fred Fleming. As a co-
founder ofShepherds Grain,Fleming
has contributed to the global food
revolution of the 21st century. He
is responsible for 100 percent of the
flour that Bon Appetit uses in its cam-
pus eateries. That means over 1,500
pounds of flour this week, next week
and the week after.
Fleming’s company now over-
sees 33 farmers, mostly in Eastern
Washington, who are all devoted to
sustainable farming practices. His
farm in the Palouse Valley has been
practicing no-till farming for two gen-
erations. Since starting the company
in 1999, he has grown the company
from just a few farms witha few clients
to a major supplier of quality no-till
grain. Shepherds Grain has supplied
Bon Appetit with all of its wheat for
nearly a decade and has benefitted
from having such a large client de-
voted to environmental sustainability.
Fleming’s farms, although not
organic, are certified as no-till by the
Food Alliance.
No-till farming preserves the soil
much more than typical farming
practices, which disturb the soil with
deeptractor equipment. No-till farm-
ing involves more work because the
farmer must directly plant the seed
into the soil without overturning it
and destroying the nutrients.
Unfortunately, this sustainable
practice is often overlooked by the
average customer when a hot-button
word like “organic” is in the descrip-
tion. But according to Fleming, in
the case of wheat, organic is much
less important than conservative till-
age. He lightly sprays the crops with
herbicides, because the increased soil
news the spectator
health supports the growth of more
weeds. Fleming attributes the health
ofhis land tohis conservative farming
programs, such as direct seeding and
crop rotation.
Shannon Wilson, executive chef
at C-Street, recendy visited the farms
and flour mills in Spokane as part of
Bon Appetits educational initiative.
“Itwas really amazing beingable to
see where the wheat comes from, and
to see how much love they put into
[their crops]saidWilson. “Each bag
offlour that comes out the process-
ing plant in Spokane is tagged with a
code that shows which family farm in
Flemings organization it came from,
so anyone can see where their food
was grown.”
This quality, however, comes at a
cost. A few students have voiced their
concern of over-pricing at campus
eateries.
“I understand that [Bon Appetit]
is trying to use true-cost pricing,” said
sophomore Max Snyder, “but some-
times [the food prices] seem too high.”
Shepherd’s Grain is just one of
many food producers Bon Appetit
sources from that is practicing sus-
tainable farming, which is more ex-
pensive than conventional practices.
Fortunately, it’s a price that most stu-
dents seem happy to pay.
“Students really appreciate all
the green options we offer here at
C-Street,” said Cafe Manager Johan
Austneberg. “It’s great when they
come up to [employees] and thank
us for the job we are doing.”
Bon Appetit is dedicated to
sourcing local and sustainable foods.
Accordingto the SierraClubsanalysis,
45 percent of food on campus comes
from within 100 miles. This figure
does not include the wheat provided
by Shepherds Grain, because all of
Shepherds Grains farms in Eastern
Washington are just beyond the 100-
mile radius.
Shepherd’s Grain and Bon Appetit
have been doing business together
for eight years now, and according to
Fleming, theyhave had averypositive
relationship.
“Theyare a pioneer in the food ser-
vice industry, and they’rewonderful to
work with...every year, [Bon Appetit]
comes visit our farms to educate their
staff about where the food comes
from. They truly are blazing trails.”
Eric may be reached at
kennedl 6@seattleu.edu
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Family Weekend, October 21st-23rd, 2011
Has your family registered yet?
:
-I'
invitations have been emailed to your
homes. Make sure your family does not
miss out on this great weekend!
For a full schedule of events and to reserve
tickets, please visit the New Student and


















Feel free to contact us by phone:
(206) 296-2525 or by email:






LIVE & WORK IN JAPAN!
PROGRAM
The Japan Exchange & Teaching Program
APPLY NOWFORPOSITIONSBEGINNING JULY2012!
POSITIONS: AssistantLanguage (English) Teacher (ALT) & Coordinator for international
Relations (CIR) - (Japanese language skills required)
REMUNERATION/BENEFITS: competitive salary, airfare (from pre-designated cities),
housing assistance & return airfare upon successful completion of contract
ONE YEAR MINIMUM CONTRACT REQUIRED (from July 2012- July 2013)
All applicants must have/obtain BA/BS by July 1,2012 (must have degree in hand by this date)
Applications 8c Official USASite: www.us.emb-japan.go,jp/JET
Application submission deadline: November 2011
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Consulate-General of Japan, 601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA
PHONE: (206) 682-9107 ext. 136 / EMAIL: jet@cgjapansea.org
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT: www.us.emb-japan.go.jp/JET
Oh, Scorpio. You’re so good at everything! The




March 21 to April 20
You’ve been struggling to keep up with every-
thinglately and your frustration has been building.
Don’t be afraid to let out all your anger in one huge
tantrum j
1 *
you. Go ahead and stay in that shell for a while,
Taurus.
Gemini
May 21 to June20
You’ve been feeling under the weather this week,
but that doesn’t mean it’s okay to sit around and dc
nothing all day! Also, just because Mercury is mad
at you doesn’t give you the right to sneeze all over
everyone. Get some goddamn Kleenexes, Gemini.
Cancer
June 21 to July 21
f You’ve made some questionable choices this
|HHfek/week. Don’t act confused. You know exactly
BMwhar I’m talking about, Cancer. Neptune’s
on the decline, which means you won’t be
able to keep this secret for long.
Leo
July 22 to August 22
Stop stressing out Leo! The odds ofyou sue
ceeding at anything this week are pretty low,
so why even try? Just give up.
Virgo
August 23 to September 22
Watch out for false friends, Virgo. You’re weak,
easyto manipulate and a terrible Judge ofcharacter.
I
People will always try to take advantage ofyou one
,way or another. Stop trusting people.
Libra
| September 23 to 22
Jupiter’s on the rise, and that means
watching your weight might be a prob-
lem. God knows you’ve already bulked
up enough this year. Better switch to soy
lattes,Libra.
Ifyour birthday is this week, try something
new and exciting! But don’t bother throwinga party-
1 no one would go. Don’t believe me? Go ahead and
try. The planet Jupiter governs parties, and Jupiter
isn’t happy with you.
Scorpio
October 23 to November 21
just going to get better. Don’t be afraid to take
on a few extra challenges- you can handle them.
Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21
Be careful this upcoming week! You neverknow
when danger will strike, and the stars definitely
aren’t on your side.
Capricorn
December 22 to January20
Capricorn, this is your week. Everything’s be-
ginning to align. Venus and Mars are looking
r
»pretty happy this week, so your love life is
about to take off! Even Pluto’s smiling on
you, so those money problems should clear
right up. Yay! S
Aquarius 1
January 21 to February 19
See that angle between Neptune and Saturn?
That means trouble. Your best friend has been lying
to you, and about something big. Go ahead and
assume the worst, Aquarius.
Pisces
jSSfe February 20 to March 20
jj| , The planets hate you, Pisces. Everything
that could possibly go wrong this week
will, and you’ll probably cry a bunch
( about it, because you’re a cry-baby.
the spectator
it II be a great story later on.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
. With Neptune where it is these days its
no surprise you were pretty reclusive last week.




Non-affiliate reported male on the Sky Bridge using a
small tube to shoot unknown object at moving vehicle;




Student reported physical assault and robbery of smart
•phone occurred while waiting at bus stop. The Seattle
Police Department followed up.
Medical Assist
October 6, 7:55 p.m.
Student injured head with tennis racket at Connolly
Center; vehicle transport to local hospital for further
care.
Suspicious Person
October 7, 7:00 p.m.
Department ofPublic Safety contacted a non-affiliate ap-
pearing to be under the influence of narcotics onthe Quad.
When approached, he declined medical aid, and was es-
corted off campus.
Narcotics
October 7, 8:50 p.m,
Department of Public Safety and Housing and Resi-
dence Life contacted a room in Campion after a burn-
ing odor was detected. Occupants were documented
for marijuana.
Malicious Mischeif
October 7, 9:00 p.m.
The SeattlePolice Department and Department of Pub-
lic Safety responded to a report of a loud bang and
spidercracked window at Connolly Center. Seattle Po-




Public Safetyresponded toemergency call from campus
blue light phone; Public Safety located highly intoxicated




October 8, 2:00 a.m.
Department of Public Safety and Housing and Resi-
dence Lifecontacted occupants of aroom in Campion




Department of Public Safety and Housing and Resi-
dence Life contacted a room in Camption after a burn-




A student in Campion complained of severe stom-
ach pains. Seattle Fire Department responded, and




Athletic Coach reported unattended items removed from
bushes during practice. The Seattle Police Department
was contacted.
Suspicious Person
October 8, 4:10 p.m.
Department of Public Safety contacted a non-affiliate
urinating in shrubbery by Championship Field. Suspect
cleared campus on own.
Medical Assist
October 8, 5:30 p.m,
Student at Connolly Center complained of light-
headedness and tingling in fingers; Seattle Fire De-
partment evaluated and no medical transport was
necessary.
Motor Vehicle Accident
October 8, 6:15 p.m.
Non-injury single motor vehicle accident with univer-
sity vehicle; multiple scrapes and dents incurred from
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Download the Amazon Price Check app
and check textbook prices instantly.
amazon s amazon.com/textbooks
Free two-day shipping available to customers who qualify for our free Amazon Student program.
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Economic unrest and you: Breaking down debt & the financial crisis
Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
A group of photographers and news reporters use the stairs at the Westlake Center Plaza to document the Walk Against the War and Occupy Seattle protesters on Friday Oct.
7, 2011. The protest marked the 10th anniversary of the war in Afghanistan.
Economic disparity sends students to the streets
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
More students than ever are defaulting on
federal student loans while big banks con-
tinue to make record profits.
Excluding those who have deferred pay-
ments, the number ofstudents defaultingon
federal student loans is on the rise. According
to the Seattle Times, the default rates for
students of public institutions increased to
7.2 percent and 4.6 percent for private in-
stitutions in 2010. The overall student loan
default rate rose to 8.8 percent.
These numbers are sending students to
the streets.
Standing over a cement block covered in
picket signs, University ofWashington fresh-
man Brendan Young wrote “I Shouldn’t Have
to be Here” on his poster board as a news
helicopters circled loudly overhead.
It was Youngs first day at Westlake Park,
the base for the Seatde branch ofthe Occupy
Wall Street movement.
“We heard about it and really we just
wanted to come check it out. We support
a lot ofwhat they’re trying to do here [and]
around the country.” said Zane Gustafson,
another UW freshman.
“[We’re] fighting the top 1 percent own-
ing 99 percent ofour economy,” Young said
as he held up his completed picket sign.
On Sept. 17, an activist group enraged by
corporate greed and the wealth gap pitched
tents in New YorkCity’s Zuccotti Park, mim-
icking the style of recent protests in Spain,
Israel and Egypt. Support for the protest,
which came to be called OccupyWall Street,
grew rapidly within the following weeks as
labor unions and other organizations joined
the movement. On Oct. 1, more than 700
demonstrators were arrested when the group
stopped traffic crossing the Brooklyn Bridge.
the spectator |
Three weeks into the protest, the move-
ment spread to major U.S. dries including
Los Angeles, Chicago, and as of last week,
Seattle.
Leaderless Occupy Seattle demonstrators
overtook Westlake Park on Oct. 4. The fol-
lowing day, the Seattle Police Department
arrested 25 protestors when demonstrators
refused to dismantle their tents. On Oct. 8,
protestors filled the Fourth Avenue and Pike
Street intersection in a downtown march,
reaching numbers close to 1,000 by midday.
[We’re] fighting the top
1 percent owning 99
percent of our economy.
Brendan Young
UW Freshman
Two hours before the march, Westlake
was full of activity. A group of demonstra-
tors wearing V for Vendetta masks and
top hats weaved their way through dem-
onstrators and their tents, strewn pillows
and blankets. Musicians drummed on trash
cans while other protestors initiated chants.
Ride The Duck tour passengers cheered for
the demonstrators who lined the sidewalk,
waving picket signs.
While some signs expressed sentiments
like “End the War” and “We Have the Right
to Abolish Our Government,” the most
prominent sign read “We are 99 percent.”
The core ofthe movement, this message
refers to the 1 percent of the population
made up of corporate fat cats and bankers
with their hands on most of the country’s
finances. Meanwhile, the other 99 percent
struggles to find and keep jobs in the cur-
rent economy.
“[Our] goal is to call attention to the
need for jobs and to hold corporations
accountable, close the tax loopholes, and
put pressure on the decision makers to
really represent the voice of the people,”
said Shevanthi Daniel, an Occupy Seattle
demonstrator.
Daniel shares this sentiment with a wide
range of groups at Westlake.
Working Washington, a “coalition of
non-profit, faith-based organizations and
individuals fighting for a fair economy,”
held a table at the base. Active in the protest,
the group led a candlelight vigil and rally
at Westlake on Monday evening. Less seri-
ous groups like the Seattle Raging Grannies
have also made their mark. Set to tunes like
“Frere Jacques” and “When the Saints Go
Marching In,” the Grannies sang about
fraud at City Hall.
“
[We sing] about things in our environ-
ment that we’re concerned about. Like we’re
concerned about war...we want overall for it
to be a peaceful world,” said Sylvia Odom, a
retired elementaryschool teacher and mem-
ber of the Grannies.
Gustafson and Young represent another
crucial group responding to the movement:
students.
For 20-somethings, the Occupy Wall
Street movement touches a nerve. The
economic crisis presents a daunting world
for recent college graduates. Aggravated by
the broken opportunities awaiting them,
20-somethings like Young might bring
students back to the front lines of political
activism and bring the goals ofOccupy Wall
Street to the forefront of the nation.
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
Rising tuition challenges students overcoming debt
Ashley Roe
StaffWriter
Constantly rising tuition rates
make it difficult for some students
to afford tuition and the cut-throat
job market is making it hard to
pay back loans that accumulate
over time.
Although a degree is a require-
ment for many jobs, students have
found themselves asking ifthe price
for education is worth thousands of
dollars of debt.
In the past two years, Seattle
University’s tuition has increased a
steady 5 percent.
“[Seattle U students] are getting
a good bang for their buck,” said
Katie Wieliczkiewicz, president of
the Associated Students of Seattle
University (ASSU). “Not just be-
causeofwhat they are learning, but
because of what Seattle University
stands for and what that means
down the road when attached to
a resume.”
With tuition priced at $32,400
for the current school year, getting
assistance through loans is a route
many Seattle U students take.
According to USnews.com,
Seattle U is ranked 14th for the
best value university in the west.
Still, 59.2 percent of students are
receiving a need-based grant and
the
average
discount for the total
cost of tuition is 33 percent.
ASSU has not heard any com-
plaints about tuition yet this year.
“The price of tuition is a con-
versation ASSU would love to have
if people want to talk about it,”
Wieliczkiewicz said.
The state ofthe student survey,
which measures student satisfaction
within campus programs, services
and initiatives, will be available for
student input soon. Through this
survey, ASSU and the administra-
tion will understand more thor-
oughly if students are concerned
about tuition.
In the past two years,
Seattle University’s
tuition has increased
a steady 5 percent.
Public universities, on the other
hand, have been dealing with dra-
matic increases due to lack ofstate
funding.
The University of Washington
had a 20 percent increase in tuition
this year alone. The now $10,574
rate was raised almost $1,800.
An initial 16 percent increase
was recommended due to state
budget cuts.
“The extra 4 percent increase
creates $7.2 million of extra rev-
enue,” said Conor McLean, presi-
dent of the Associated Students of
University ofWashington (ASUW).
“Three pointsix million dollars went
to loans and scholarships. The other
$3.6 million went to academics so
the educational qualitywas not dra-
matically impacted.”
Even though current UW stu-
dents did not feel like there was
adequate feedback on how the
increase decision was made, ad-
mittance to the university remains
high. UW still managed to draw in
5,800 new freshmen this year.
“The cost of higher education is
going up no matter where you look,”
McLean said. “ASUW is trying to be
proactive as much as possible bymak-
ing sure we are at the table when deci-
sions are being made about tuition
and that the students are educated
about these issues.”
After education has been ac-
quired, postgraduates are faced
with the challenge of finding jobs
in a touch market.
“Debt is hard to deal with, but
it is just a reality everyone faces in
the education system,” said Sharath
Verghese, a 2011 graduate from
Seattle U.
Verghese built $25,000 in debt
from school, but is looking to pay
it off with the money he makes at
his new job atZaaz marketing firm.
“Companies are hiring, but a
lot of people that have experience
are unemployed so they are drop-
ping down to start up positions,”
Verghese said.






This hiring process has made it
difficult for many new graduates to
get a job.
“The job market is hit and miss,”
October 12,2011
said Dave Kozisek, who graduated
from UW this past year. “A lot of
people are taking jobs just to pay
rent, but they are not necessarily
picking jobs in the field they want.”
Kozisek has had a hard time
finding a job in order to pay back
the $20,000 in debt he has accu-
mulated in student loans.
“My first two months out of
college, I probably sent out 1,000
resumes or so and only got four or
five callbacks on things that I did
not want,” Kozisek said. “I got my
degree in three years without do-
ing internships, and found out very
quickly that you absolutely need to
have experience in your field.”




Girl power galore at first annual Geek
Geeky girls claim their




“geek,” the accompanying men-
tal image is usually an undesir-
able one—a real life version of
Comic Book Guy from “The
Simpsons” comes to mind. You
know, the pit-stained middle-
aged man playing WoW in his
mom’s basement. Alternatively,
guys like Sheldon and Leonard
from “The Big Bang Theory”
could pop into mental view.
A plethora of geek arche-
types can be conjured up, but
there is a good chance that none
of the mental images pro-
duced would include a human
with two x-chromosomes. But
when the first annual Geek
Girl Con beamed down in
Seattle Center this past week-
end, an entirely different image
appeared.
It was near impossible to pin
down a general stereotype for
the type of person who showed
up to the sold-out event, even
if you recognized them under
their Imperial Stormtrooper
or Doctor Who costumes. As
different as they looked, ft was
guaranteed that everyone in the
room self-identified as a geek.
The operational definition for
“geek,” in this case, was a person
with extreme fanaticism for any
subject and wishes to socialize
with other individuals that share
A diverse and eclectic




Geek Girl Con was a place
where nerdy was the norm and
the programming for the week-
end was as diverse as the crowd:
panels catered to lovers of music,
film, gaming, literature, science
and technology, television, com-
ics and everything else under the
sun with a fandom. The empha-
sis of the weekend was a call to
action for intelli-chic chicks to
create and recognize a commu-
nity of individuals that are try-
ing to inspire others to create.
The weekend included programs
with names like, “A Career as
a Lady Coder,” “Boobies and
Blasters: The Women of Star
Wars,” “Whedonistas,” and
“Stunt Grrls.”
The women on a panel titled
“Beyond the Scream Queen,”
invited discussion about the
I am Geek Girl, hear me roar.
At the utterance of the word
the spectator
representation ofwomen in hor-
ror films and how they are using
their work in the gore-tastic in-
dustry as an avenue to empow-
er females and make them feel
welcome in a male-dominated
business. It may sound mili-
tant feminist, but there wasn’t a
burnt brassiere in sight.
“We love men,” filmmaker
Shannon Lark said with a hint of
humorous seduction in her tone.
“We need to stop blaming
the other gender,” said Hannah
Neurotica, creator of the horror
Kateri Town The Spectator
A Geek Girl Con participant creates an Admiral Ackbar sack puppet during a crafting exhibition at Geek Girl Con on Saturday, Oct. 8..
entertainment
We need to stop
blaming the
other gender.
zine “Ax Wound” and founder of
“Women in Horror” month. She
went on to acknowledge that a
paradigm shift cannot occur
Hannah Neurotica
Horror Zine Author
without the help and support
of a few good men.
In another panel, the wom-
en of “The Offbeat Empire,”
a chain of popular geeky blogs
and websites, discussed how
geeky girls and boys can use
their obsession to create their
own empire and cater to the
geek niche.
Aside from panels, vendors
and art exhibitors made their
work available to all while
workshops embraced a geek of
the craftier sort. Many young
Girl Con
geek-girls-in-training could be
spotted with Yoda stick puppets
in hand. In the Game Room,
Dungeons and Dragons, Magic:
The Gathering and RPG-
ing went on all weekend and
the weekend came to a
close with a ceremony complete
with a Labyrinth sing-along. For
those who missed it this time
around, Geek Girl Con 2012 is
already in the works.




Blue Men delight with messy performance art
Emma McAleavy
News Editor
Audience members in the first
three rows wore clear, plastic rain
ponchos. This was a wise decision
because Blue Man Group’s less than
hour-long show turned out to be
something of a messy affair.
Complete with sewage jokes,
fake vomit and an act in which one
of the blue men spit three gumballs
out of his mouth into an audience
member’s hand, the performance
was not for the squeamish.




Blue Man Group’s longevity—-
the group has been performing
since 1987—may be due to the
timeless quality of the messy gim-
micks. There is just something in-
trinsically funnyabout grossing each
other out.
But more is at work in Blue Man
Groups’ performances than a simple
desire to amuse and entertain. The
performance also spoke direcdy to
the anxieties of the information-age
generation. Complete with several
Tomten plays KSUB, second album to be released
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
They’ve already guessed the or-
der they will go. Brian’s probably
dying first. Gregg’s dying second,
Kateri Town The Spectatoi
Tomten plays an exclusive show in the KSUB lobby.
acts that included giant iPads (called
Gi-pads) and iPhones, Blue Man
Groups’ performance juxtaposed
the sterile efficiency ofthe ever-bur-
geoning technology sector with the
timeless reality of human bio-fluids.
Regardless of what they were
“talking” about, whetherit was vom-
it ofGi-pads, Blue Man Group was
busy making the audience uncom-
fortable, takingevery opportunity to
wander about the auditorium with
simianesque movements. Slathered
with thick blue paint and utilizing
only mime to communicate, the
Blue Men successfully creeped out
many of their audience members.
Those parts of the show that
weren’t blatantly counter-cultural
(isn’t all art a little subversive?)
were just rollicking fun in an al-
most vicarious way. I mean, who
wouldn’t want to slather, them-
selves in oily blue paint and beat
on giant drums? And ifthere wasn’t
a sort of implicit don’t-try-this-at-
home clause in the whole perfor-
They shot streams
of toilet paper into
the audience.
mance, I would be tempted to try
spitting paint out of my mouth
onto a spinning canvas.
followed by Jake. Lena will cer-
tainly out live them all.
But for now, they have music
on their minds—no time to think
about dying.
Surrounded by egg-shell blue
Sophia Jaramiilo The Spectator
The Blue Man Group is currently in a month-long residency at the Paramount.
But it wasn’t just vicarious fun
that was had at Blue Man Groups’
performance. Aside from that
lets-see-how-uncomfortable-we-
can-make-our-audience portion of
the show, there were also several
moments ofgood, clean audience
participation. Blue Man Group
employed call and response to get
the audience involved, and at one
point even had the entire audience
stand up at shake their “badonka-
donks” while a voice over listed
walls, record-strewn bookshelves
and only steps away from the
cushioned couches where their
listeners sat, members of the band
Tomten rocked the KSUB lounge
on Friday. Their cool tones and
subtle vocal harmonies wafted
through the intimate crowd gath-
ered to see them as the steady beats
inspired many a foot to tap.
Finding their inspiration from
The Kinks, The Beatles, Elliot
Smith, Papercuts and Big Star, just
to name a few, the organ-driven
band came together a year ago at
Cornish College of the Arts. Since
then, they have worked hard and
made a name for themselves.
After winning the 2011
Soundoff! Competition, they
earned the opportunity to play at
Bumbershoot.
“I was really skeptical about it
because we were the first band, the
first day and it was the first time
they used this stage in the EMP
so I had a bad feeling that no-
body was going to go,” said Gregg
Belisle-Chi, Tomten’s guitarist.
“The backline didn’t show up until
minutes before the doors opened
so we barely got a sound check, but
then the crowd was actually pretty
good.”
After performing together for
more than a year, and playing an
average of two shows a month, the
band’s pre-show jitters are minimal,
even in high-pressure situations.
But it hasn’t always like that.
“I was a little bit nervous for
our first show,” said drummer
Jake Brady. “The first show was a
fifty-fifty chance it could go really
ever conceivable word for “butt.”
The best interactive moment,
however, was undoubtedly the
grand finale in which the Blue Men
let loose 10 or so giant white balls
into the audience to be bounced
about above our heads. They then
shot streams of toilet paper into
the fray, before adding silly string
and billowing white silks.
Whatever else may have gone on
throughout the evening, whatever
their points about technologyand
badly.”
More recently, the Soundoff!
Competition had band members
uneasy. Because it was a 21-and-
under battle ofthe bands, 22-year-
old Brady couldn’t participate.
“The three of us had to rear-
range the songs. We all switched
off instruments,” Belisle-Chi said.
“We had one song where we
stopped in the middle ofthe song
while we were still singing a cap-
pella and changed all of our instru-
ments and came back into it,” said
Brian Noyeswatkins, the group’s
organist and lead man.
Bassist and vocalist Lena Simon
is comfortable on stage, but admits
Other bands have a
purpose behind their
meaning... we’ve never
really talked about that
to having her own apprehensions.
“I’m never nervous about the
show, I’m more nervous about the
audience,” she said.
Local audiences, however, have
proven to be big fans.
In August, Tomten got the
chance to test out its music
internationally.
After receiving an email
about a trip to play in Iceland,





human alienation may have been,
their message at this juncture could
not have been more clear. Amidst
all the grown-up insanity of Gi-
pads and iPhones, and the messy
reality that we all still have to barf
every once in a while, Blue Man
Group was saying in their wonky,
awkward, childish way, that life is
still beautiful.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
he saw.
“ [I thought] This is a scam,” he
said. “I scrolled down and I saw
that it had the stamp of the Seattle
Office ofMulticulturalAffairs and
I was like ‘This is real.’”
The eight-day, all-expenses-paid
trip to Iceland has been the high-
light of their band experience and
most memorable show.
“Icelanders are so accommo-
dating and everyone pitched in
time and help,” Belisle-Chi said.
“Within two days we got three
opening bands, the venue, and the
place was packed when we played.
It’s just funny how fast things hap-
pened and we played; like, the best
show we’ve ever played.”
Tomten’s writing process starts
with Noyeswatkins.
“Brian just writes the skeleton
and we put the flesh on it,” Belisle-
Chi said.
“I feel like there’s other bands
that kind of have a purpose behind
their meaning or like some kind
of message and we’ve never really
talked about that,” Noyeswatkins
said.
They focus on music that is fun.
Supporters of Tomten will be
pleased to hear that the band just
finished recording its second album
which will hopefully be released in
July. Though they have the orders
of their death predicted, the band
members agree that, providing they
all stay alive, theywill stay together,
at least for a while.




All Things Equal takes on ‘isms’
Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
“All Things Equal” is a text-only exhibit exploring the differing cultural definitions of some common political language.
Artists explore capitalism, socialism and terrorism





The Hedreen Gallery col-
laborated with the Seattle Art
Museum to put on its first show
of the year.
The show, “All Things Equal,”
is an exploration of three politi-
cally resonant terms. The terms
capitalism, socialism and ter-
rorism were given to 20 differ-
ent contemporary artists from
different countries and cultural
backgrounds. The artistswere to
take the three terms, look them
up in their native dictionaries
or encyclopedias, translate them
back into English and provide a
definition of how their country
or encyclopedia defines these
words.
The show is all typography—-
no paintings, sculptures, struc-
tures or designs.
Throughout the space, the ty-
pography is hung in alphabetical
order by country. As one moves
from the “A’s” all the way to the
“Z’s,” the viewer is provided with
different countries definitions of
the three words.
Freshman Asha DuMonthier
was amazed by the shocking sim-
ilarities of the definitions from
different countries as well as the
the spectator entertainment
differences between definitions
“It was interesting to see the
countries different perspectives
on the definitions of the three
words,” said DuMonthier. “It
made me think about how I de-
fine those three words in my own
life.”
Catharina Manchanda co-
curated the show and is also the
new modern art curator at the
Seattle Art Museum.
“The idea for this show came
originally after 9/11.1 was living
in New York at the time and for
the first time I witnessed people
just raw with emotion and the
need to come together,” said
Manchanda.
According to Manchanda,
after this traumatic experience,
the world was going to have to





Co-curator, Seattle Art Museum
redefine the word “terrorism.”
“We were about to witness
a huge movement in the termi-
nology we were so used to...With
all the different cultures in the
world, I knew there were going
to be different understandings of
the word ‘terrorism.’ So I had to
continually think about how we
would attack the issue.”
It wasn’t until Manchanda
met Whitney Ford-Terry and
Jessica Powers, the curators of
Seattle U’s Hedreen Gallery, that
she knew she had found the place
to open this show.
“The experimental space
we have here really allowed for
some outside the box thinking,”
Manchanda said. “So in late June,
we started contacting artists and
asking them to participate.”
The next question became
which words to use.
“We really wanted each ‘ism’
to be significant. Capitalism and
terrorism were obvious choices.
The harder choice was choosing
between socialism and commu-
nism. We decided that the more
relevant word in this post 9/11
world was socialism.”
With 20 different artists from
all around the world coming
from different cultural back-
grounds, the variety of respons-
es was amazing. However, not
all the definitions were easy to
come by.
“When we talked with the
Russian artistOlga Chernysheva,
she explained to us that when
she originally looked for the
definitions online in Russia, she
couldn’t find them,” Manchanda
said. “It turns out Russia was
censoring these searches. She





Co-curator, Seattle Art Museum
her parents’ home to find the
definitions in an old edition of
a Russian dictionary.”
The Russian artist was not
the only one who dealt with
problems with censorship. Lee
Mingwei, a Chinese American,
reached out to his sister living in
China to go to the library and
find up-to-date definitions of
capitalism, socialism and terror-
ism. She made an effort to copy
the definitions out of Chinese
encyclopedias to send back to her
brother, but when she tried to
leave with these copies, govern-
ment officials stopped her. She
was forbidden to leave with cop-
ies of the definitions or check out
the encyclopedia. She resorted to
memorizing the definitions and
sent her brother what she could
remember about the three words.
“It is interesting to see how
some countries have huge
sensitivities to these words,”
Manchanda said.
Some artists sent texts ex-
plaining what the word meant
in their countries or cultures
rather than a dictionary or en-
cyclopedia definition. Others,
like South Korean artist Nancy
Hwang, found all of their defini-
tions through Wikipedia. Hwang
translated the three words into
Korean then back to English, as
instructed, and found that the
differences between the English
and Korean definitions were
huge.
“Nancy sees Wikipedia as
something that is so relevant in
our society today, and by using
it as her source, she wants it
to become part of the con-
versation,” Manchanda said.
“Why use Wikipedia? Why
use any source? Why choose
one source over the other. That’s
the dialogue she wants inspire
among artists and viewers of the
_ »
arts.
The show is a chance to see art
that not only educates but also
inspires the viewer to think about
how capitalism, socialism and
terrorism affect our world today.
“All Things Equal” will be at
the Hedreen Gallery in the Lee
Center from Oct. 5 to Nov. 30.




ArtsideOut shakes things up and expands
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
ArtsideOut, Seattle University’s student
art club, is making a few changes this year.
The first item on the agenda is to let the stu-
dent body know that everyone is invited to
its events, even those who feel like they don’t
know jackabout art.
“One ofour goals is to encourage more un-
derclassmen to join,” said Colleen Clement,
ArtsideOut’s primary organizer. “Right now,
it’s mosdy juniors and seniors.”
Last year, ArtsideOut put on several events
that were very popular among the artistically
inclined members of the student body. One
such event, which will be featured again this
year, was “The Honest Crit,” where once a
month students present paintings, draw-
ings, poems, stories, musical pieces, etc. to
students, faculty and guest critics.As the title
ofthe eventsuggests, the artwork is critiqued
in anopen forum, and the artistsreceive hon-
est feedback and helpful suggestions from the
audience. This year, the group plans to alter
a few aspects ofThe Honest Crit’s structure.
“Instead of it being a pure critique,” said
Trevor Brown, ArtsideOut’s second in com-
mand. “I think it should also be a defense
of the artist’s work. I want to get students
talking more as well.”
Brown mentioned that they might even
provide the artistswith a short list of ques-
tions to consider. That way, they can start
really thinking about their art and getting a
firm grasp on their artistic intentions.
Another important change involves the
First Thursday Art Walk, which the club
will no longer be participating in. Instead,
they will be attending Blitz Capitol Hill
Arts Walk, which takes place on the second
Thursday ofevery month. ThisThursday will
be ArtsideOut’s first event of the year, and
anyone interested in attending should meet
in front of the Hedreen Gallery at 6:30 p.m.
All subsequent Blitz walks will begin at 7:30
p.m.
Little world utilizes quirky, comic and interactive set
Kelton Sears
A&E/Managing Editor
Watching little world is like
living inside the head of your fa-
vorite kooky grandma. Polka dots
and stripes are everywhere, irrever-
ent jokes about getting older ping
around the room, and vibrant
little philosophical puppets run
wild. When theater professor and
Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
The new play “little world” was inspired by tragedy experience by two Seattle U professors.
co-creator Ki Gottberg described
the play as “Pee-Wee’s playhouse
for adults,” she wasn’t far off.
Carol Wolfe Clay, also a the-
ater professor as well as the show’s
other co-creator, designed the sets
for the show before it was writ-
ten—it shows. Little world’s plot
existsmostly to hang on the unique
universe Clay crafted beforehand.
Visually, it is one of the most
ArtsideOut’s third monthly event will be
a figure drawing session organized by mem-
bers Brown and Max Cerami. The club will
also hold an additional monthly meeting for
brainstorming and organizational purposes.
In the past, ArtsideOut put on an event
called “Collision,” basically a showcase ofstu-
dent art. This year, there will be two separate
Collisions. The first willfeature Seattle U art-
ists only, while the second one is expected to
be more inclusive.
The goal, according to Clement, is
to eventually include Cornish, Seattle
Central Community College, University of
Washington and Gage Academy ofArt. The
goal is to expose Seattle U students to the
many artisticvoices that the city has to offer.
“Iwant ArtsideOut to be less Seatde U-ish
and more Seattle-ish,” Clement said.
The main objective is expansion,
Lindsey Wasson TheSpectator
Artside Out President Colleen Clement (the “head” of the organization) shows her enthusiasm for new programs.
interesting shows that has run at
the Lee Center and for that reason
alone, it’s worth a sit-through. The
simple set is deceptively complex,
sort ofa Swiss army knife ofstage
design. The set never gets switched
out completely during the one-act
play. Instead, it grows, morphs
and evolves as time goes on. The
set is a character in and of itself.
The fireplace you thoughtwas just
“I want to see a wider variety ofpeople at
the club,” said club member Kaillee Coleman.
ArtsideOut students want to meet new
people, hear new ideas and see what Seattle
I want ArtisideOut to be
less Seattle U-ish and
more Seattle-ish.
U’s artists have to offer. And they don’t just
want the same handful of people showing up.
You don’t have to be an art major to enjoy a




a fireplace at the beginning comes
to life, the knick-knacks on the
shelves allwind up interacting with
the main character and triggering
some important philosophical
musing. Even the simple hanging
sheets that frame the stage itselfend
up playing a major role.
Clay and Gottberg treat theater
with the same reverence other cul-
tures treat animals after the hunt.
Nothing is wasted—all parts of
this living animal ofa set are used
somehow. The sheer economical
inventiveness is one of the most
impressive parts of the play.
The story itself follows a name-
less older woman dealing with an
undescribed tragedy pertaining to
a child of hers. The ethos of the
play is sort ofthat the details aren’t
as important as the journey. In the
end, that’s what the plot is, a spiri-
tual journey inside the psyche of
one woman.
Suzy Hunt is incredible as the
lead, her time on Broadway shines
through in her expressive perfor-
mance. Hunt zooms back and
forth between frailty, despair and
the trademark comedic “oomph”
of her quirky character with ease.
Kate Wisniewski, Jena Casne and
Cecelia Frye play the main char-
acter’s friends, who also seem to be
running the interior psychological
show in the most literal of ways.
“Our biggest goal this year is to become
more organized and to make sure the whole
campus knows about the events, not just our
close friends,” Clement said.
ArtsideOut’s first event of the year will
be this Thursday’s art walk, which will begin
at 6:30 p.m. The following Thursday will be
the first figure drawing session, and the first
Honest Crit will be held on Oct. 27. Anyone
interested in showing art at The Honest Crit
should email Colleen Clement at clementc@
seattleu.edu.
“It’sgoing to becold this winter,”Coleman
said, “and art keeps you warm.”
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
Editor’s note: Trevor Brown is a staff designer at
The Spectator.
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Their performance is notable most-
ly for its athleticism—the women
switch characters and locations
non-stop throughout, seamlessly
shifting between playing the caring
friends, the existential Frenchmen,
and the giant cast ofother puppets
that each have a uniquely distinct
personality. Watching the women
run around the set in order to make
all this happen makes other theater
seem lazy.
The dimensions of the Lee
Center are fascinatingly utilized.
The show isn’t contained to the
stage. Characters enter from the
lobby doors. Interactions occur
between the set and the tech booth
behind the audience. Monologues
are delivered on the bleacher stairs.
This show is three-dimensional—-
visceral in the way it takes hold of
the space around it and uses every
inch.
The humor may be a little older
and the story may not be the most
relatable to a younger college audi-
ence (this is, after all, a play about
the tragedy of two mothers), but
on the whole, little world is, ifanys
thing, an exciting reminder that
theater can still be fun, inventive
and colorful.





McCleary gains national acclaim as golfer
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Caitlin McCleary only decided to start
playing golf three and a halfyears ago.
And now she is ranked 15th in the nation
in the sport.
As co-captain of the women’s golf team,





She just picked up the club halfway
through June before her freshmen year and
took off,” said Casey McCleary, Caitlin’s fa-
ther. “Were amazed.”
It wasn’t necessarily her athleticism that
surprised her parents, though. It was the sud-
den change of sport. McCleary had done
softball competitively since she was eight.
“She was very good. In my opinion she
could have started on just about any team
that she wanted to,” Casey said.
Though years of softball made her
Women’s soccer dominates cancer, Hawai’i
Kicks for Breast Cancer raises $1.5K in 3-0 victory
Katie Gilbert
Volunteer Writer
On Sunday, Oct. 9 Seattle
University’s women soccer team
butted heads against Hawaii for
the second time this season. Like
any other game, the team was
warmed up and ready to play—-
only this time they wore pink jer-
seys and were playing for a cause
that went beyond themselves: the
second annual “pink games.”
The team played to raise
*
money for the Kicks for Breast
Cancer campaign to benefit the
Susan G. Komen Foundation of
Puget Sound. They donated pro-
ceeds from merchandise sales to
the fund as well as a portion of
the tickets sales.
The team revved up for the
game against Hawaii early, sell-
ing t-shirts at Cherry Street
Market, preparing raffle prizes,
and spreading the word around
campus to attend the event. Two
dollars from every $12 ticket sold
went to the fund.
Last year, the team was able
raise $1,500 and sell about 200
pink t-shirts. This year, however,
the team hopes to sell 400 t-shirts
and to raise a total of $1,500.
Coaches from other women’s
sport teams at Seattle U will be
involved in the campaign as well.
Instead of isolating the campaign
to the month of October, wom-
en’s sports team will be spreading





Women’s basketball will be play-
ing Feb. 18, 2012, volleyball will
play Nov,_ 4, and softball will play
April 28, 2012.
Each team will be contrib-
uting to the Susan G. Komen
Foundation ofPuget Sound fund
and helping to raise awareness for
Breast Cancer.
“This is exciting because each
sport is doing their own pink
game,” said assistant soccer coach
Allison Tenney. “It is chance for
us all to get together as a group
and for all the sports to work to-
gether for one cause.”
The Redhawks breezed to a 3-0
victory over Hawaii and were able
to raise more than $1,500 in do-
nations and proceeds from tickets
and merchandise sales, exceeding
their expectations for this year’s
campaign.
To add to the event, Tenney
also asked each team member to
make a list of those they know
who have been affected by breast
cancer. Those who live in the area
were honored at the game and re-
ceived pink roses in commemora-
tion of their battles with breast
cancer.
Senior midfielder Taylor
Fannin’s mom, a breast cancer
survivor, was one of these women
and was presented with her a pink
rose in honor of her now cancer-
free life.
Katie may be reached at
gilbertk@seattleu.edu
talented, they also made her tired.
“After my season got over I decided that I
was burnt out on softball and didn’t want to
play anymore because it wasn’t fun anymore,”
said Caitlin.
“She was first team All State two years in
softball and very good,” said McCleary. “We
were against her quitting allofsports. We feel
that she was very talented; gifted, I guess I
would say, and we hate to see any kid waste
a gift that they have.”
McCleary’s parents were surprised when
she dropped softball, but supportive when
she moved to golf.
“Once we got over the shock that she
wasn’t going to go in one of the other sports
that she had really done all her life, we were
supportive that she was doing something,”
McCleary said.
Caitlin arrived at Seattle U in perfect tim-
ing. The women’s golf team was just getting
going and Coach Don Rasmussen was seek-
ing talent and searching for interest.
Caitlin was interested.
“She kind of called me out of the blue,”
Rasmussen said. “And said ‘I understand
you’re building a program. I want to go to
Seattle U, I just recently started playing golf
and I’d like to try’.”
“I think it’s fair to say, hewas pretty skep-
tical,” Caitlin said.
Rasmussen recalls her planting the ball in
a tree on her first try.Despite this, he wanted
to give her a chance.
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Redhawk Renee Vandermause attempts to dribble past a collision with Hawai’i’s Rachel Domingo
during Seattle's 3-0 victory on Sunday, Oct. 9, 2011. The game was “Pink Luau” themed to benefit
the Susan G. Komen Foundation.
“It didn’t bother me because I could tell
by the athleticism in her swing that there was
a huge upside to this individual,” he said.
Determined to get better, Caitlin worked
on her stroke with Rasmussen during the
school year and played every day back at
home over the summer.
Now she is ranked 15th
in the nation in the sport
Golf pro at the Dalles Country Club in
The Dalles, Oregon, has golfed with Caitlin
every summer since she took up the sport.
“She was like everybodyelse but she had a
lot better work ethic,” he said. “She was here
every day, practiced really hard and she’s just
a natural talent. She got good really quick.”
“We’re not surprised. She’s very self-mo-
tivated,” her father said.
Her self motivation only gets her so far,
though. Caitlin acknowledges the multitude
of people supporting her. From teammates
to family to her coach, there are constantly
people around her rooting for her to succeed.
And they are confident in her ability to
do so.
“I could hope anything for her,”
Rasmussen said. “I could hope successes.
But Caitlin’s a young lady who will cre-
ate success. So I could hope the world for
Sofia Jaramillo Spectator
Caitlin McCleary, Women’s Golf
her, but she’s going to have it either way
because whatever she does, she’s going to
do it the right way and she’s going to do
it very well.”
As senior year draws to a close, Caitlin
doesn’t have concrete plans yet for after
graduation
But her supporters know that, regardless
of what she decides, she will thrive.
“She’s a great kid and she deserves every-
thing she gets,” Sproule said. “I’ve been do-
ing this for 44 years and she works harder
than anybody I’ve ever known.”
“Here’s what I know, she’ll give it ev-
erything she has. And that will make her
successful,” Rasmussen said.









Seattle University is full ofstudents looking for
a way to participate in outdoor activities and see
other beautiful areas ofWashington, and Outdoor
Adventure Recreation (OAR) is the place to go to
make it happen.
“[OAR’s] mission is to provide inclusive and in-
tentional outdoor recreational opportunities to the
students of Seattle U, while enhancing leadership,
building community, and exploring and caring for
the beautiful landscapes of the Northwest in the spirit
ofadventure,” said the OAR website.
OAR offers multiple trips every week in the six
core areas ofbike, climb, service, snow, trail and water
that students can partake in.
On average, a trip might cost
$10, but the large majority
of OAR trips are free.
Mileva Huljev
OAR Director
“ [OAR] averages about 23 trips per quarter so
we try to offer a little something for everyone,” said
Mileva Huljev, OAR director.
Previous outdoor experience in the areas offered
is not required to participate in OAR.
“Assessment shows us that the bulk of our par-
ticipants are at beginner or intermediate levels of
experience,” said Huljev. “With that said, each trip
is specifically rated on a scale of one with no expe-
rience needed to five with experience required, so
participants are informed in advance.”
The activities are reasonably priced in hopes of
making them accessible for students.
“Prices typically range from free to $25, depending
on type and duration of the excursion,” Huljev said.
“On average, a trip might cost $10, but the large
majority ofOAR trips are free.”
The chance get away from the hustle and bustle
ofSeattle is what attracts many students to OAR.
“The group gives students the opportunity to get
off campus, and explore the Pacific Northwest since
it is easy to get caught up in the little bubble of
downtown,” said Carolyn Huynh, a senior at Seattle
U and the service board leader ofOAR. “It is great
way to meet new people, and try new experiences.”
Bike club hopes to thrive in bike friendly city
Kevin Kopetz
Volunteer Writer
After years without any bicycle organiza-
tions whatsoever, Seattle University now not
only has a growing bike community but a
true competitive cycling team.
Last year when a few freshmen students,
each with a set of wheels and a yearning to
ride the hilly streets of Seattle, arrived on
campus they were shocked to find not a
single club dedicated to their sport.
“Seattle is the fourth most bike-friendly
city in the U.S. and this school was lack-
ing any kind ofbike club,” said Max Snyder,
Seattle U Cycling Club President.
In the winter of2011, a group ofstudents
started the Cycling Club. Once established
as a serious presence on campus last year,
Snyder and his comrades wasted no time in
pushing their vision one step farther. The
club has joined the Northwest Collegiate
Cycling Conference for competitive cycling
teams from colleges in Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana. The team’s focus is on
road competitions, although the conference
also offers mountain and cyclocross racing.
“We are really excited about the opportu-
nities. We are hoping to be able to do four to
six races in the spring,” Snyder said.
The team is making a serious commit-
ment to training and creating a place for
dedicatedriders to enjoy cycling and see what
they can do in a race setting.
“We are looking to recruit riders who are
experienced and interested in training hard,”
Snyder said.
Although the program is young, the
club offers many benefits for the avid biker.
Members of the team will not only obtain a
license to race on the college level but will
also receive a Seattle U cycling jersey and
discounts on gear.
While the team is excited to be a part
of the competitive scene, they have not lost
sight of their other goals. The club is also
about fosteringa bike community on campus
and advocating for cyclists needs. The group
Huynh hopes students’ perspectives are changed
through the trips as well, especially in the area of
service.
“I want to change the stigma that people have
about service by making experiences where they can
cultivate a sense ofservice-shipand feel a strong con-
nection with environment,” Huynh said. “Hopefully,
students will want to do more direct service because
of that connection they have developed from the
• »
trip.
The “Giving and Taking” service trip that in-
cludes a tree planting kick off at Lake Sammamish
and pumpkin picking at Jubilee Farms in Carnation
will be held on Oct. 15.
These excursions are led and planned by Trip
Leads.
“Trip Leads can lead any trip in any area they are
qualified for,” said Mackenzie Bannister, a sophomore
at Seattle U and a first-year Trip Lead. “For example,
I do not have a lifeguard certification so I cannot lead
those trips by myself.”
Bannister will lead the “Trek Up Tolmie Peak” at
Mt. Rainier National Forest on Oct. 16.
“Along with being a trip lead, I also work in the
gear room associated with OAR,” said Bannister. “I
put paperwork and flyers together for the trips, and
deal with equipment rentals.”
The gear room is an essential place for OAR, since
sign-ups for trips also take place there.
OAR builds our community
and connects us to the area.




Equipment can be rented out to any students who
want to use it, even if they are not going on a OAR
trip. Two-person tents, backpacks,camp chairs, sleep-
ing pads and sleeping bags can all be rented out for
$5 or less.
“OAR builds our community and connects us to
the area,” Bannister said. “It also brings people at
Seattle University together.”
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
started last year with a few bike maintenance
parties and some recreational rides. Alongside
serious practice, the group now wants to hold
events for riders of all kinds, whether they
are commuters, recreationalists or novices.
“We are about helping everyone we can
get on a bike. We want to help provide the
means for people to make the step to be-
coming bikers,” said Joseph Weiler, a Cycling
Club member.
Whether it be helping riders fix up their
bikes, providing lessons on urban riding and
the culture ofcycling in Seattle or just getting
together to watch intense cycling films, the
club is excited about biking and they want
everyone else to be too.
Already the club has pushed a petition
onto the administration to get covered bike
racks. And in conjunction with the Seattle
U Bike Share program, the club is trying to
make biking accessible to everyone.
These riders who have already discovered
the lifestyle of cycling are excited to spread
the news and show others the benefits of
NCAA Division 1
athletics accreditation
hopes to move ahead
of 10 in the certifi-
■Hjl cation process to con-
firm to NCAA that
Seattle U abides by
Division One standards in three
areas: governance and rules com-
pliance, diversity and well-being,
and academic integrity.
“Division One is much more
stringent in rules compliance
than Division Two...initial eligi-
bility is higher, continuing eligi-
bility is higher, commitment to
diversity is stronger, graduation
rates [need to be higher] and we
need to raise our institutional
standards to meet those,” Hogan
said.
That is going to be a
powerful combination
to have a successful
athletic program at a
school with a strong
academic reputation.
Joe Phillips
Dean of Albers, Chair of
SU NCAA Certification
Steering Committee
Hogan called the recertifica-
tion and reclassification process
exhaustive, but he emphasized
that it has largely been a posi-
tive experience for the university
as it strives for excellence.
Joe Phillips, dean of
Albers School of Business and
Economics, was the chair of
Seattle U’s NCAA Certification
Steering Committee. His state-
ment echoed Hogan’s view.
“There’s a lot of good things
that came out of this process. We
self-identified areas where we
sports
biking. Seattle is home to an extensive bike
culture. With bike-only Sundays down on
Lake Washington Boulevard, a plethora of
bike shops and 45 miles ofbike paths, Seattle
is designed to accommodate cyclists.
“I would recommend Recycled Cycles
down by Lake Union to anyone looking for
a good bike shop. They donated tools and
bike stands to our program before we could
get our own and have always really supported
our team,” Weiler said.
“Biking is the most efficient way to travel
and nothing feels better than the wind in
your face. One of our favorite lines is: Man
should have stopped with the bicycle,” he
said.
In less than a year, this club has grown
into a competitive racing team and they are
going to continue growing and spreading the
biking lifestyle.
Kevin may be reached at
kopetzk@seattleu.edu
—
could do better and those areas
were not always in the Athletics
Department. There were other
places on campus that could
stand to improve and this pro-
cess helped bring that to light.”
Now Seattle U is simply wait-
ing for the results. Hogan and
Phillips expressed their gratitude
to everyone involved.
“I’m very appreciative of all
the support we’ve had through-
out the campus,” Hogan said. “It
takes all kinds of support from
people who have very busy days
as it is and we know this can be
demanding. We’re very grateful
for the help from our colleagues.”
“The 60 plus people who were
involved did a good job and we
appreciate their work and all
they put into it,” Phillips said.
If the results come back posi-
tive and Seattle U becomes D-l
certified, Phillips sees several
benefits from reclassifying.
“The university has become a
very high quality institution and
it’s a little bit odd to be excellent
in a lot of things and then to look
at your athletic program and it’s
not very good.... The return to
Division One is allowing us to take
one part ofour program and
make
it just as good as everything else.”
Among other benefits he
described the ability to connect
with alumni through sports to
rally support for the university,
increased school spirit as a way
of creating community, more ap-
peal to good student-athletes for
recruitment and a higher profile
for Seattle U.
“That is going to be a powerful
combination,” Phillips said, “to
have a successful athletic program
at a school with a strong academic
reputation...it becomes a virtuous
circle.”
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In the broadest sense, what the Occupy Wall Streeters
want is a more equitable distribution of wealth in
America, but they don’t seem to be talking much about
a more equitable distribution of wealth on a global scale.
They want to see the “1 percent” sacrifice some of their
gargantuan fortune for the greater good of America, but
is America (all of us, the 100 percent) ready to sacrifice
some of our wealth (and power) for the overall well-being
of the globe?
Those of us longing for a global revolution find this
movement disappointing. This is the middle class rearing
its well-coifed head, and demanding that it be taken seri-
ously, again. This is the Joneses fighting for their two-car
garage and their white picket fence.
While our cities fill with a disgruntled middle and
lower-middle class, the federal government is slashing
funding to foreign aid programs that provide healthcare
and other services all over Africa and South America.
Americans are hurting, but not as much as the rest of
the world. This is not to discount the experiences of the
many American’s who have been impoverished by this
recession, but merely to say that even if a more equitable
distribution ofAmerican wealth is a worthy goal, it might
also be time for Americans to learn to live more humbly,
within limits.
Massive aid programs are notoriously problematic. A
more egalitarian, less-interventionist America is an ideal
to aspire to, but even were we to eschew international aid
as a waste of money, Americans would have to learn to live
with a wildly different economic reality if we regulated
our dealings with the rest of the world as assiduously as
the Occupy Wall Streeters would like to see Wall Street
regulated.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, Kelton Sears, J. Adrian Munger, Sarah Hiraki and Sy Bean.
Signed commentariesreflect theopinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views
of Seattle University.
SU DEBATE
Leadership: cornerstones or empty promises?
Logan McDonald
SU Debate
What is leadership? What is so-
cial justice? These ambiguous terms
are plastered on Seattle University
banners next to slogans about our
mission, Division One athletics, and
RedZone. Social justice, leadership
and community are Jesuit values.
What Seatde has realized is that they
are also marketable values.
Each year when you ask the stu-
dent next to you at orientation what
made them choose Seattle U, I guar-
antee that you will hear some varia-
tion on the words “social justice.”
The question is, should it? Should
a universitybe capitalizing on these
notions? Does emphasizing their
role in the community with color-
ful banners and corporate tag lines
enhance the spirit of these concepts,
or degrade them?
opinion
Seattle U has moved towards a
more outcomes-based way oflook-
ing at its mission. Rather than de-
fining these standards, the univer-
sity employs them as selling points.
While there are multitudes ofpeople
at Seattle U who are committed to
a variety of great services, the mar-
keting message enforces something
different. These outcomes are not
based on merely enacting service,
but crossing off items ofwhat makes
a leader on a list.
Is leadership really that formula-
ic? On campus, everyone is a leader.
We emphasize roles like Orientation
Advisor or LEAD, bullet pointing
some sort of campus resume for
leadership based on result, rather
than engaging what these values
mean in context of the real world.
Students engaging more offcampus
are told to take up amore visible role
on campus. Are we trying to enact
social justiceor find the perfect pose
for the fall admissions catalogue?
Protesters have solid
platform
The Occupy “ ” movement has earned a lot of flak
from the media for not having “a clear, unified message.”
Critics say the movement is nothing more than an amorphous
mob of hippies playing bongo drums, complaining about
everything and nothing at the same time with no course of
action and no game plan.
The funny thing is, the movement seems to have a pretty
clear message—it even has a tag line. “We are the 99 percent”
isn’t justa phrase that is being thrown around for fun. The “99
percent” is the crux of the issue this movement is trying to
shed light on. A vastmajority of this country’s market is con-
trolled by a tiny sector ofwealthy individuals. These wealthy
individuals’ greedy decisions in 2008 caused an economic
collapse that regular people had no control over. While the
banks and corporations were bailed out by the government
for their massive failings, everyoneelse who was affected, the
“99 percent” of Americans who are simply trying to make
it, didn’t get bailed out at all. Instead, they were left without
retirement, healthcare and jobs, serving penance for sins they
didn’t commit. That seems like a pretty unified message.
It’s interesting that critics point to the fact that the move-
ment doesn’t have a list of demands or a single plan to effect
all the changes theywant. Since when do massive movements
start out like that? The Civil Rights movement didn’t begin
when Rosa Parks went up to a bus driver and handed him a
20 page outline of all the necessary legislation that needed
to be passed in order for institutional racism to go away.
Rosa Parks just sat there and refused to move. That action
was enough to trigger massive social change. This isn’t any
different—the “99 percent” movement isn’t giving detailed
outlines for courses of corrective action because they don’t
have one. All they want is for the government and corporate
America to stop ignoring them, to force them to recognize
that a dialogue needs to occur.
The result of this mentality is
that we create a group ofdisingenu-
ous students who hide behind the
mandatory service learning and de-
velopment offices and slap on corpo-
ratized labels without actuallybeing
forced to define them. Inundating
“justice” on potential investors and
students may be profitable, but fails
to locate those pursuing dissimilar
roles just as valuable to our commu-
nity. This does not create leaders.
'It compensates followers.
Corporatizing social justice,
simplifying complex issues into
three to four word catch phrases,
is something student leaders are
indoctrinated with. Phrases like
“prepare, serve, lead, succeed”
(copyright Isaiah Crawford?) de-
grades the verybasis ofwhat social
justice should stand for. It enforces
a type of intellectual ownership in
what it means to be socially just or
a leader. Askyourself, is there is a
right way to “do leadership?”
Seattle U should be a self-se-
lecting institution. Scouting for
students who themselves claim
to be committed to some hazy
terminology like “social justice
in action” is in itself counter-in-
tuitive. Seattle U should advertise
for students who are passion-
ate about their own particular
purpose. When given the op-
portunities, I guarantee that it
is those motivated students who
will exceed.
Next time you find yourself
throwing around these buzz words
(I’m looking atyou, student “lead-
ers”), I challenge you to ask what
“justice;” “diversity,” “community”
and “leader” actually mean. Are
they university foundations or a
corporatization ofvalues?





my life. The smell is nauseat-
ing and distracting. It fills our
residence halls and floors, and
follows people wherever they
go. And many smokers are not
great about where they exhale
the smoke, sometimes blowing
into the faces ofstudents walking
by them.
The College Try | Trevor Brown
Looking back, school spirit continues to grow
Keith Andrews & Madison
Goverde, SAAC members
There seems to be agreement
amongst seniors here at Seattle
University that freshman year was
the most memorable, exciting and
all-around best experience at this
school. Whether it was new found
freedom, friends, talents or some-
thing else, everyone Madison and I
talk to that shared 2008-2009 with
us as freshmen has something they
can claim, distinct, when compared
to the best moments and experi-
ences from the rest of our academic
careers. As student-athletes, a lot of
our favorite moments and personal
growth occurred because of our
respective sports (swimming and
soccer) and the challenges that they
presented. For example, swimming
fostered the discovery that consis-
tency, every day over the course of
many months, allows us to attain a
Seattle U needs to address smoking concerns
Jordan Meyers
Volunteer Writer
It’s right outside your win-
dow. It’s right outside your front
door. It’s right outside nearly ev-
ery building on campus. What
is it?
It’s Seattle University’s smok-
ing population.
Walking around campus, be-
fore, in-between, and after class,
people are smoking cigarettes.
Most days it appears to be every
other student on this campus.
The amount ofsmoke inhaled by
secondhand smoke in the three
weeks I’ve been on campus is
more than I’ve ever inhaled in
October 12, 2011
ANONYMOUS
REALLY INTELLIGENT WHITE MIDDLE CLASS MALES
MAKING POOR INSIDE JOKES SINCE 2003.
skill or outcome previously unreach-
able. Or with soccer, teaching us to
believe not only in ourselves but
also in each other, where everyday
we work and move towards a com-
mon goal.
Although we wouldn’t trade our
experience as freshmen with anyone
else s, we can’t help but feel slighdy
envious of the class of2015,and the
atmosphere they have stepped into
and are helping to cultivate; aschool
steeped in tradition, pride and over-
whelming support for its athletic
teams, capable ofspilling into gen-
erations after we have gone. While
there was some acknowledgement
ofathletic effort and achievement
while we were freshmen, we can’t
help feeling amazed now when soc-
cer games are filled to maximum ca-
pacity, entire sections of the grand-
stands packed with freshmen sport-
ing school colors, cheering with a
It is a bit surprising to see
the amount of smokers on this
campus, especiallyafter learning
about how health-conscious this
campus is. Smoking is one of the
worst things for your body and
has no positive health benefit.
Yet people will continue to do it,
and that is their choice. This is
not to suggest that smokers quit
fervor that was simply absent three
years ago. To say we are excited for
this blossoming culture ofathletic
fanaticism is a gross understatement.
Being a Seattle U student-athlete
might be what we are most proud
of, and with the student body—-
thanks in large part to the enthusi-
asm and passion being bolstered by
the class of2015 —starting to share
our pride and love for the Athletics
Department and its teams, we have
found even more reason to be opti-
mistic that the Seatde U experience
is shaping into something remark-
able. Fan support gets us through
the rough days: hearing, “Hey, great
game this weekend!” from passers-
by while hustling from practice
to Business Law or Microbiology
makes all the difference in the
world. Performing for the student
body, our families and friends is our
stage to demonstrate appreciation
smoking. It is of the opinion of
many students on this campus
that the amount of smoking on
campus should be controlled.
We understand this is a city and
smoking is an accepted outdoor
habit. On this campus, one that
promotes a healthy lifestyle,
there should be more of a focus
on the containment of smoke
and smokers.
At the very least, Seattle U
should create designated smok-
ing areas away from buildings
and flow of foot traffic. This
way the smokers can smoke
and the non-smokers can walk
freely through campus without
the walking through clouds of
for the phenomenal opportunities
offered to us since the move back
to Division One in 2007. The new-
found loyalty from the students,
support from The Spectator, and
even Redhawk t-shirts sported by
ASSU representatives demonstrates
a momentous cultural ascent since
our acceptance back into the highest
level ofcompetition.
While we will always love the
memories ofour freshmen year, the
continuation of these recent trends
will make our experience pale in
comparison to the new reality at
the fingertips ofcurrent freshmen
and future Redhawk generations.
And though us seniors may feel a
dash of bitterness, few things will
make us happier than to see this
beast grow.
The editor may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
smoke. In the past, ASSU has at-
tempted to ban smoking entirely
on this campus. When they were
unsuccessful, it feels as if they
sort of gave up. It is an issue
that needs to be reassessed and
dealt with.
All things considered, smokers
will keep smoking and we, as stu-
dents, faculty and staff who don’t
smoke will have to put up with it
until the issue is addressed appro-
priately. Until that day, we would
appreciate if the smokers of Seattle
U would think about where they’re
smoking and where they’re exhaling.






10 placeswe would rather






















In the Oct. 5 article “Eisiminger
Center provides new fitness
options,” it was stated that
the lower pool is open for lap
swim. However, it is the upper,
or west, pool that is open for lap
swim. We regret the error.
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Disturbance
October 9, 2:10 am
Off Campus (11th Ave. & E
Madison)
Public Safety contacted twc
non-affiliate on the property




October 9, 9:10 am
Public Safety located severa





Unknown male entered un-
locked door of occupiec
residence; collected items;
confronted residents, knock-










October 10, 8:50 am
Student reported unwanted
harassment and a threat
made by afellow student.
Trespass
October 10, 9:40 am
Public Safety contacted non-
affiliate sleeping in the multi-
faith prayer room; cleared on
own.
Auto Theft
October 10, 12:45 pm
In the Murphy Garage, a s
tudent reported his vehicle




Employee reported a couch
taken from the Pigott lobby.
Medical Assist
October 11,1:15 pm
DPS/HRL responded to a stu-
dent in distress; escorted to
local hospital for furthercare.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
last looks
Sofia Jaramillo The Spectator






Sofia Jaramillo & Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
Sofia Jaramillo The Spectator
Clockwise, from right: A
protester screams the national
anthem during a protest in
front of the US Bank Columbia
Tower Saturday Oct. 8, 2011.
Policemen line the intersection
of Fourth and Pine while three
protesters get arrested duringthe
Occupy Seattle march Saturday
Oct. 9, 2011. Policemen line
the intersection of Fourth and
Pine while three protesters get
arrested. Members of the Walk
Against the War protest and
Occupy Seattle participate in a
“die-in” at Westlake Center on
Oct. 7,2011.
Lindsey Wasson The Spectator
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